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&MY ARENZ FINED $750
CARRIED $17,501 MUST COMPLY
IN "BICKET SHOP" CASE LIE INSURANCE WITH THE

nce
Mt

BOMBARDMENT NO
LAWS
IS CHARGED

;era
✓....

JURY YESTERDAY ASSESSED THIS RECORD.
THE
FINE AGAINST THE OPERATOR OF
BROADWAY
ON
SHOP" THAT FIL:01YRISHES
STREET—JUDGE REED
DMFINALLY
' ICIIANORD HIS RENSINING JURY YESTERDAY AND It NOW
PREPARING FOR THE CIVIL TERM THAT CONVENES THE
,
;. FIRST MONDAY OF JANUARY.
THE PETIT
$g4J

Our

psalm vcnutra

4011

Y
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THIS MUCH DUE DR. 3. R TRACTION
COMPANY Mi./ST RUSTY CLARK IN
COLEMAN'S ESTATE FROM
WARRANT IS
REPAIR PUBLIC SIDrNOT WELL KNOWN
THE COMPANIES.
WALKS
GROCER.

IAL TERM
E COURT
0.1EL

SHERIFF
".. NOT MAXII
Resolutions of Respect Will Be Board of Works
Desires Thin Stone Chief Collins Has
SETTLEMENT DELetter
Adopted Dyeing Medical Society
Belongi
ng
Stops at husband Baildlag Be
to Mrs. R. F. Nathis--Enginser
Muting, Next Tuesday.
Rounded,
Lost His Pony.
'All Records- were broken yester- have been furnished and there is
.f
dayitt thecireuit court when the petit nothing further °ceded tor their re,
jut)".aasemed 'the enormous hoe of tention.
I' develops that the late Dr. J.
Street Inspector 'Alotizo Elliott
$750 agantst Henry. Arcot of the
Today the judge win sentence Robert Coleman carried $17,500 life
There comes up in the 'police court
yesterda
y had the police to serve nocompany
for
Commiss
ion
colored
Paducah
Florence Greer,
to her four manrance ita different companies
this
morning the warrant charging
tice on the traction company that
maintaining a disorderly house in the years' term, for stealing, sixty- which are now preparing to
Herbert
Holland, J. Ball Pieper and
.over
pay
they
must either repair inside five
nottre of a "bucket shop" on Broad- five cents from Bernard Eaders, while to the estate the sums due. front each
Rusty Clark with bombarding the
Gays
the
bad
places left in the conJUDGE LIGHTIWAT DISMIS
way neer Fourth street. This is the It is also believed he "ill sentence concern. They range in policies. of
SED
c7cte- sidwalks where the company home of Sarah Watson of 732 Harris
heaviest tine ever assessed in the his- Albert Rogers, although atucli Ries- $noop (lows-ward. Hiatt deceased
AUDITORS AGENT'S SUITS
street,
with, bricks, and threatening
left moved some poles, or be warrante
d. to shoot into it5. Mrs.
tell' of the circuit court, and is very ale is being brought to beag.A04pave a will it has not yet been filed
FILED. HERE.
Watson lives
usahe Notice has been given the company
pleases* to the court official-, and the boy's term stayed in order to 'let county court for probatio
at
that
number
with
another
n.
woman,
several times, bet this is the last one
eitfeeially' Commonwealth Attorney Governor sec k h am pass on the reand claims the trio came to her place
Dr J. T. Reddick, chairman of the and the public property
will have to
"ROMP
John' G. Lovett and County Attorney quest for a pardon fur the lad who McCracken County Medical
and
demanded admittance, which Rainey and Jenkins Transferred
society
bc properly fixed.
Albeit' Barkley -who prosecuted tilt got twelve months in primal% for steal- committee selected
Their
was refused. They came back again
State Liquor License to
for the purpose
CR
ing a wheel from Dr. Joe Girdner's is drafting the resolutions of respect
shortly arterwards, and tried to
New Number.
0
-Arens maintains. a house here as eon and selling it to Charles Nor- regarding their deceased
Round Step Corners.
force tlre• door open, so she conbrother, and
/
4
*
;attalit
o
.
_
renrc,eniative of St. Louis brokers. wood fr $1 by claiming the bike was the documen
The laws prescribe that the cor- tends, and also threaten
ts will be presented for
ed to do some
A ctroomer enters Areas place here his.
jedge Lightfoot yesterday set
adoption during the meeting next ners of concrete or stone steps on shooting.
certaiu
aside
announces he•wants to buy
The Rusty Clark in the case i* not the order be issued tast week,
Tuesday night at Dr. Reddick's office the public sidewalk in flout of anyasraikoad: mining, oil, steel or other
Civil Litigation.
held for purpose of electing the one's door shall be round instead of :be well known wholesale grocer of sembling the fiscal court in
special
mucks, or *heat, etc. Arent notifies
square. The step in front of the of- South Third, Mr. Walter
Master Conarnissiorwr lace
report officers who are to serve during
Clark. who sei-eion Deeensber ditto. Revocation
the
hi• her.dgnarters in St. Lon s and the of sale was filed in
fice of Mr. Gip Husbands on South it known to his
of
uing twelve months.
intimate friends by of the order of assembly ratans
that
-stocks commotties.are sent here the Mechanics Building a
ro term will be held by the
l'he Paducah Masons have not yet Fourth near Washington street has the nickname of 'Rusty" Clark.
justices
They are delivered to the purchaser sociation against Jesse W..i.ong.
square
edges,
and
legal
notice
was
learned who IS to be chosen marshal
of the peace who compose this
Letter For Some One.
body.
if the full market price is deposited
The judge drew the. list,of.
.igfors of the Grand Lodge of the- state of yesterday served on the gentlman by
Chief of Police Collins yesterday
Always heretofore the laws
for them, whale if only a margin is who are to serve during OW tint &tea
havr
the
board
of
works,
asking
that the received consigned to his care a reg- provided that the sheriff
Kentucky to take the place made veshall make
pet up, Area: himself retains posses- of court which Judge Reed prinfaeo
sOrners
be
rounded
istered
letter for Mrs. R. F. Mathis. settlement sometime during
gan( by the death of Dr. Colenran
Decembee
s on of the stock's or commodities. If the first Monday of Januaef and cowl
The epistle came from St. Louis in for the year's taxes collected
who waa elected to that position darfor the
they are re-sold the price is taken tinue for eight week'
care of "Chief Collins at City Hall." county government. In order
ing the session of the grand body
Move The Building.
-out. less the margin and profit, while
that
The master eourinisaioner was di- several months
'An onthowie betiding on the Iles- The chief does not know who the this settlement could be effected,
ago at Louisville.
lithe purehawe pay., in lull, they are rected to make indentures deeding
in
Governor Beckham and the state sig property on Jones ricar Eighths party is, but she can get the corn- the past the county judge has
turned ober to him
hot
certain properties to different heirs. "Board
of Control of Public Char- street, sits out upon the public alley aotrication by calling at police head- the fiscal body to meet in speciarsesThe places are known as "bucket 4n divding the estate of the late
sion, its regular terms being twq
shops" and with *beat, etc., the cus- Peninah Wood. This order etas made ities" will select some other to be ▪ foot or two, and notice for it to quarters.
superint
endent
moved
be
weeks from December. The order for
of
from
the
the
Lakeland
public
right-oftomers generally margin their put- in the litigation of Emmett Wood
asylum for the insane Dr. Coleman way was yesterday served by the
. Cursing Charged.
the extra assembly' wais issued last
chase's and speculate on prices and against John C. Wood.
Hugh Wier, the former police- week, but is revoked bieause
last week rece.ved the appointment of board of works on Fethi G. Rudolph.
futures The grand jury indicted him
it deOn motion of the plaintiff there superint
man,
yesterday got a warrant for velops that the new taxattorr
the
endent,
public
effective
administ
the
first
rator,
of
whn
is
far running a ofsorderly house, which was disavieeed as settled the su:t• of
laws
is the nature of the establishment in Leeper vs. Puckett, am) Terrell vs next year, but gis dissolution neces- guardian of the properties belong- Mts. John Kreutzer, charging her passed- by the state legislature. Last
with using vile and profane language Januar* give the sheriff until'
sitates selection of some other.
ing to this estate
the eyes of the law
about
Heretofore Puckett.
•
terwards Miller and his family. The February of one year before'
Arena has been simply pleading
he
Wants Divorce.
accused resides on Jones between required to make final settlement for
guilty and being fined $y:). while this
Denis Loving filed a suit for di./
. Seventh and Eighth streets\ and was the county taxes collected the pretime he thought. he would fight the VOfce yesterday against
v.ife s
summoned to court this morning.
ceding year And then also it is imca.,. and the jury made- the assess. E4ira Loving, on the
ground that
possible for the sheriff to get Iv a
ment $750
the has been leading a le wit and
Pony and Cart Gone.
full
taii the verdict in this case hem
statement by the iSth, because he
vanor career They married some
Engineer A. W Shepherd yester- will not have finished all his
brought in Judge Reed dismissed the years ago and lived together
collecmoil
day morning informed the police that tiont until the last day of this month.
remaining petit jury a• all the case July aoth. :gob.
the evening before he drove his pony
• %mime Sites Dismissed.
and cart up on iBroadsereet and left
Judge TAlitfootN yesterday
ditMR. ALFRED M•UPIDY PAIWOL- MRS. OWEN CLARK WENT TO it standing in the street while be mimed the suits filed against T. R.
went in a house to visit a friend. Gnarly
LY HURT BY FALLING OFF
HOPKINSVILLE, AFTER
a
number of others.
When he came out the animal and wherein the.state auditor's agent filed
LAST NIGHT
TESTIFYING
vehicle were gone, and he does not actions against different Pliducals
"
know whether it was stolen or just firms and pirtiels on the ground that
the ones sued had not paid the 13Miss M ayme Bayaham
Expected Al Winfrey Has Retained How. Hal rambled away.
-1 ••I
cense due
Home Today From Yazoo City
tate permiter titens
S. Corbett to Defend Him if an
Breach of the Peace.
to do
Where She Wu Operated on
his year.
Indictment is Returned.
asty ix
THIS IS WHAT JUDGE CROSS
Jesse Cook, ccloreil. isa, warrant- the money
ng
man, while others
BOARD
OF
WORKS
WILL
•4
„
CHARGES NEGROES WITH
ee yesterday on a breach of the sued were liatfrware dealers charged
• • 41*
HOLD SPECIAL SESSION
DOING.
with
pay the state /keine
Mr Alfred Mundy, the foreman at .When the train at 3 o'clock yester- peace charge
THIS EVENING
•
to self
t retail, pool and bitthc Illinois Central railroad, fell day afternoon carried out of here the
MAUSOLEUM
FINISHED.
hard t'
'whiskey establishments,
from a street car last evening and remeins of the late Owen Clark, the
M. L. Womble Is Held to the Grand Their
etc.
d the parties had
Stetement Will
Enumerate alighted in such a manner ant he body was accompanied by the wid- Remains of Late Captain J. R. Smith paid
Jury on this Charge of Selhaut
sec where they were
was quite painfulty injured about the ow to whom attention., vere beThis Year's Work, and Make
and Wife Placed Inside.
due.
Stolen Gate.
somc- were not sit-cepbody. He was taken to the residence ing shown by Al Winfrey when the
Recommendations For team
tible.
of Contractor J. W. Hudson on latter fired the two bullets that endThere haq been completed the
-€5;.State Liquor License.
'wort MI hfonroe near Twelfth street
His ed Clark's earthly career.
handsome mausoleum placed upon
gainey
A whole bunch of negroes were beand Jenkins, saloonist-. of
Today Commonwealth Attorney
In order to commence compiling family is in California visiting
the Oak Grove burial lot of the Cap- raft. South' Second street, have moved
fore bodge Croon yesterday on warLovett
will
hate Winfrey and all the tain J. R. Smith
their annual report the board of pubestate, and Wednes- their establishment to 136 South
rants taken out by the covet, chargwitnesses to appear before
Epected Ham Today.
lic works holds a special session this
the day the retuning of Captain Smith and Second and
ing them with Was. swearing ?Sep
yeaterday the clerk trans
grand
Miss Marne Baynham. librarian of
jury in order that there can his wife were
taken from their teni- ferttd their sit& liquor I:cenae Irons
were Will Grime!. Bettie Kiser, Ar- evening at their chamber on the first Carnegie library,
be
conduct
ed
expected
is
the investigation In- porary graves and consigned to the
home
drew Witham'. Julia McGoden and floor of the City Hall building. This today from Yazoo
the old to ileasi number %
City, Miss., where to the shooting. In order that Mrs. mausoleum.
statement will show what expendiElla Brown
Wednesday the judge
l
Clzrk
she
has
been for the past two months,
could leave here with the
:1)
11')‘.•
The structure is one of the handhad Grimes and the Keiser woman tures and improvements have been having gone
Tl'aectoperty Transferred.
batty
4he.
there
was
undergo
to
an
permitte
opd to go before somest in the country, costing comebefore him on charges of be-tag drunk made during this year in the munici- eration in
st End Improvement Comthe sanitarium of which the inquisitorial body yesterday af- thing like $113,000 and being of tine
pal departments coloni.g. ender cooand disorderly
pany has sold to E. B. Willingham
He (Attained the
ttereoon
her
sister
and
superinte
is
give
irdeat. She
her testimony to italiar marble.
woman, but fined Grimes. The whole trot of the 'board, and also to enttn- has
for $tow.' -property' on !Allelic avabout recovered from the effect, the grand jurors, who feared she
five mentioned above swore Grimes crate the present departmental conenue.
There was yesterday lodged
may
of
the knife and will resume her
not get back in time today to SANTA CLAUS MAIL BARRE
D the damn* record with the county
was not drunk, but on it being proven ditions. The annual document will
appear
duties
immediat
before
ely
at
them.
the
instittiti
Yount Morris
an
he was, the raise sweanng charges also outline what the members think on
was also in the grand jury room yes- Postoffice Department Decides That clerk.
Ninth and Broadway.
are lodged. All were continued until will be needed in their ticpartmerits
R. P. Ellie bouht from J. E. Stone
terday.
for low.
All Letters Will Be Sent to
today.
for
$460 land /eV the Lovelaceville
Winfrey testerday arranged' to
Regained Consciousness.
Dead Letter Office,
Wylie Coleman was dismiased of The board of works turns. the reand
Metropolis eend i4 the county.
It was not until 4 o'clock yes
employ Hon. Hal S. Catbett to dethe warrant charging him with carry- port into the hands of Mayor Yeiser,
Lizzie Friedman sold to R.. IL
fend
day
morning
the
case
that
Herbert
Bailey
should an indictment
Waahington. D. C., Dec i3.—The
who incoporates it in the annual mesing concealed weapons.
gained consciodsness at his borne n he returned against him. He suffers postoffice department haia issued an Willingham for Soo. property on La-,
M L. Womble was held to eta sage the thief executive submits
no nervousness over the matter, be-, order that taail addressed to Santa Belk avenue.
charge of sell.ng to a second-hand each January to the new legislative Soutti Ninth near Jackson strlet.
A. T. Sutherland transferred for $t,
living that he committed the act in Claus will not be received, but instead
He remained in the senseless c
dealer a gate that had been stolen boards.
Sao
to M. M. Cooley. property on
The board of works will recom- tion twelve hours, as result of tis defending his own life. He was in a will be sent to the dead letter office the west side of South
from T. J. 'Atkins front fence on
Ninth. between
very
head
striking
cleat
Every
s...ant mood yesterday, and
with great force
year at Christmas time the de%North Sixth street. Womble cla;rna mend what allowancts, should be
Clark and Adams streets.
Fifth
regreP!
and
Broadwa
the.
partmen
y
.afair
,fire
handles
t
plug,
'only
hundred
to
the
letters
made out of the city fonds for next
s of
extent
'A'',atrange ritangave him the gate.
Ilrack,Owest Ocild to William S. Put
that fielfliated. to take a human life, addressed to Santa Claus, who anRobert Smith *its lned $3o and year's work, and in detail cover young Bailey was thrown from
dew
for Sista property on West Trimwheel on colliding with another
`bnt*Corkentrii Itt was forced ter do in swers them in person on Christliths
itsist4 for whipping Annie Dickerson matters in their departments.
bin
street..
•
by leaving the empty stocidngs fill of
colored, in the Kelvin yard on South 'The mayor is calling for the an- clists. The doctors find he is su
Henry I). Harris purchased from
presents. Many letters 'have
me William..14Ror
, 'Fourth near Wasaington street.
nual reports from all the other city lag from concussion of the brain,
dew for $sso property
:
4 *Ns PIANO.'
too, Irani, persons aslartg the depart
George Williams was fined $s and departments, so. his Yearly message he it resting well.
Trimble
on
street.
--t.
!Trent to permit them to contribute
costs for being drunk and disorderly can be complete. In it he frill. pos*winger Edward R. Buchanan Is the furdIs for the purchase of present; Property in the O'Bryan addition
Gradually Recovering.
Iteabert Cook was fined $s and costs sibly mention what the 'tax rate
lucky -Oise in Kurtzmaan
to meet the requests sent in to San- to the city has !teen sold to John F.
Miss Eleanor Trezevant contii Cs
for using abusive language towards' should be for ion.
Contest.
ta
Clans. Such a procedure could not Sayre by %V. C. 011ryan for $235.
slowly
to
improve at Riversade 5W. E. Gibson.
Thomas. C,i and - Agnes Leech
'
Mr.
Edward
R. Buchanan, the well
ritel where she has been for set
' For being_alrunk George -Minima
transfer
red to the Paducah Traction
known
engineer
of
533
South
Eighth
months in a private ward.
ENGINEE AND DFIREIMAN
nots asse:sid,dtt vitt costa.
—A' small tire originated in the Company for $4o8 property
street,
on the
is
the
lucky
winner
of
the
Little
fine
Miss
Katie
HAVE NAROW ESCAPE
Mogan of
roof of MTS. Mary Powley's house at North side
of West Kentucky avenue.
North Fourteenth street, is. sl y $350 Kurtzmann piano g:ven away by t243 South Third street,
yesterday
Ed Thurman, sold Bethel street
sor Alphorrso SIntieves, of
Maysville, Ky., Dec. 13.—A C & recovering from her attack of il Sc. the Fred P. Watson piano concerts twining at ll:ao o'clock, but it
the ,cience department for tile high
was
ploperty
for Salo to Lewis L Bebout.
through
, their Paducah manager, Mr quickly
0. passenger engine struck a derrick
extinguished by the departschool, will after January tat begin
Victor
Thomas.
The
conteet was de- ment, before any
projecting over the track last nigtat
great loss was s115Mr. Robert Wallace, arrived ye_ er- cided yesterday and
taking lis students on tours through
—Dr. J. D. Smith is critically :It at
the fortunate tamed.
stripping off the bell, cab and smoke- day from his
college at rinceton N. engineer gets the instrume
his
Padblcah manufacturing plants ana
home ott Ninth and Jefferson
nt, which
stack. The engineer and .6k4 an J., to spend
—Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Jones of streets, and his children
the holidays with his is of the finest make in
let them be brought n close touch
have been
the
ducked, saving their heads f'ó be- parents Mr.
land, hay- Twenty-third and Norton
and M.George C.
with thing.. they study about.
Streets have summoned to hi, bedside. He iss aft
I- ing few if ally equals.
i;g torn off,
j..Ar
a new boy baba/.
.
lace of North Ninth,
years of age.
•
-
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YASSENCER
ACCOMPANIED
FELL OFF CA MAND'S BODY

i

.1.m.a••••••••

DISRECAIDED
GET UP ANNUAL
THEIR OATH
STATEMENI
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LICENSt FOR ALL LINES OF
BUSINESS AND PROFESSION
HE OLD ORDINANCE PROVID
VOKE LICENSES WHEN AN
THE "POLICE COURT" BUT
ULATE TkIAT THE MAYOR
AXE WHEN A PARTY IS CO
IN "ANY COMPETENT COU
NANCE IS CONDENSED AN
EST AND MOST INTELLIGI
ED BOARDS FOR ADOPTIO

ED THE MAYOR SHOULD REYONE WAS CONVICTED IN
NEXT YEAR'S BILL WILL STIPSHALL USE HIS REVOCATION
NVICTED OF LAW VIOLATIONS
kT"—NEW
LICENSE
ORDI2) FORMS ONE OF THE NEATBLE DRAFTS EVER PRESENTN.

The licenee each class of business. texturing plant of any kind; lumber
profestion or calling, shall pay to the doeier; wholesale merchant (except
City of Paducah to do business dur- as otherwise specified herein); pot
ing tooe has been arranged complete tcry; tobacco warehouse; tobacco
ly by the licenee connnittee front seem:lecturer:- vinegar manufacturer
the council and aldermanic bodies. end wholesale 'dealer in vinegar.
$a—Dealer in agricultural imple
'lids committee met last Friday night
autl outlined the price to be charged merits; auctioner (or $3 pee day): auc
every calling, and since than City So- Lion houses; bagatelle or pigeon hole
licitor James Campbell, Jr., has been table or other similar device; bill
drafting the figures and classes of poster; bottler or beverage or water;
beeiness into a condensed ordinance, merchandise broker; building, loan
vilech he finished yesterday and sub- company; wholesale dealer in but.netted last night to the license coin- ter, eggs and fowls; tobacco broker;
mitteemen. evho held a session at lumber broker; district messenger
the City Hall for this purpose. They company (when not operatiog tinder
approved all the figures and provis- city franchise): grain elevator; jenny
ions, which will now be presented find table; hotel; meat Peddler; drugthe council next Monday evening for gist telling spirituous, or vinous !tadoption, while the aldermen give itt enors (but they shall sell for tnedipassage the following Thursday.
onal purposes only);
mercantile
heretofore the solicitor has drawn agency; commission merchant; newsnp the ordinance giving one whole paper with printing office attached;
etction to each class of business, and toddler on foot or $3 per day; pork
enumerating the amount of license packer; real estate agent and each
each etas% shall pay. This time Mr. sub-agent; Secondhand dealer; stock
Campbell has greatly reduced the yard; shooting gallery; wagon yard;
bulkiness of the document, which has billiard and pool saloon, each table.
always been about ihe typewritten
$2o--Concert, theatre slight of
pages heretofore, but uhich is con- hand performance, negro , minstrel,
detosed down to about fifteen pages vocal and instrumental exhibitions.
stow, ana is one of the best measures and other similar performances, front
ever drafted for enactment.
$25 to $too per day, in the discretion
In this new bill the solicitor has of the mayor, or $3 per day, this not
set the sum, and then follows the to embrace shows and performances
figures with enumeration of each in a licensed opera house or exhibiMORRIS CHAIRS,
DAVENPORTS,
class of calling that will have to pay tions or performances foe charitaVe
MUSIC CABINETS.
top
the
begins
at
Ile
am'ount.
that
LADIES' DESKS,
or benevolent purposes (the mayor
CHINA CABINETS.
PARLOR CABINETS,
notch, showing who pays $2,000 lic- in his discretion may permit small
°LEA
THER
ROCKERS,
ones,
on
and
$500
euees, then the
BED COUCHES,
shows on the sidewalk for $3 per
LOX COUCHES,
dewn.
PARLOR SUITS,
(hoe); eating houses with rooms atTAP. PORTIERS,
The old ordinance provided that tached but does not include hotels,
ROPE PORTIERS
IMPORTED RUGS.
license
revoke
the
should
CHEVAL
l'ifayor
the
MIRRORS.
leundry; tobacco rehandler.
SHAVING CABINETS,
of anyone who violated the city laws
BUCK'S RANGE.
$15—AdveniOng agent or corn
COMB. DESKS.
and were convicted in the "police patty;
architect;
attorney-at-law,
LIBRARY TABLES.
'ROMAN CHAIRS,
SECTIONAL BOOK CASE
court." This provision prevents the street broker; baker; cleim
agent:
chiefeexecutive from taking away the dentist; faith doctor; sellingAnusicel
'end&
of anyone convicted in the instruments: newspaper
m
without print
citcuit. magisterial or other tribunals. ing office attached;
oculist; osteoexcept the police court, and in order path: physician or surgeon;
plumber:
to get around this next, year, the new public scales; tobacco inspector;
vetbill stipulates that whenever any one erinary surgeon or horse
dentist:
is convicted in any "competent court civil ertgipeer.
vi jurisdiction" the mayor shall re$10--Boarding house where transs:
;
•:.••.
edier(' the license grant and compel ient
•
guests are entertained; chiropo• •••
**
the proprietor fo close his establieh(Net; treassuere; coal peddler: coal
_cot.
oil peddler; cattle dealer on streets;
The acw measure raises bucket
ceffee blending or roasting; conel op licenses from $ew to $2,000. the
tractor; collecting agency; eating
money lenders from $230 to $500,
house without room.; fee dealer:
m'ide other changes were made.
florist: bookbinder without printing
4:2,000—Stock broker or bucket
shop; gravel roofers; grocery; operat
sho.p.
ing public ball; horse shoer or black$500—Lend money on chattels.
smith; piano player; selling typewrit$2oo-s- Pawnbrokers.
er, or suppliee; job printer without
$i3o--Club rooms or house where
bookbinding
department: retail merspirituous, vinous or malt liquors
silent;
organ
or piano tuner; esperatare sold, or given away in any quanirg picture eallery; pho:rods '?!Nile r
tity: wholesale dealer in spirituous,
vinous or malt liquors; selling or sewing machines; sheet iron worker
giving away spirituous, vinous or or tin shop; stock dealer on wee.:
malt liquors in quantities of not less standMg a stud; tailor; live stock, acthan one quart nor more than five cident, health, liability, 'plate glees, •••••••••••••••••••••••••• evitably
noiet destroy the nuttily; for
gallons, not to be drunk on the credit indemnity, burglary. steam •
• what use would there be for the famboiler,
marine
fidelity
err
and
surety
premises of the seller; selling or giv*
OLD AGE PENSIONS.
• ily if the state performed all, or near'ing away beer, in any quantities of ineuratece company ( whtre one com- •
•}y ail, of its important functions.
not less than one dozen quarts in pany does more than one line dif the ••••
•*slit••••••••••••Vt•••• There is not the slightest doubt!
bulk or in bottles; selling or giving above insurancge fot etch adettion
that the family can do these things
(Henderson Journal.)
away spirituous vinous or malt li- line, an extra licenee of $s shall be
winch better than the state, even to
void,
each
agent
certify
to
to
how
Now
minisitcr
prime
the
that
of
quor by the drink in a coffee house
many lines his company does before England and the chancellor of the ex- prostiding for the wants and weako
or saloon.
nesse; of old age. No self-respecting
Why not buy useful presents
getting
the license.
chewier have committed themselves
$12e—Coal Oil Dealers (Does not
family
will allow its aged members!
$7—For
person
'running
universal
vehicles.
making
pensions
to
old-age
for
your children.
include coal oil peddler.)
to want or -to be supported by charsoeo—Bowling alley (where less for first vehicle, with team of 2 ani- a law of the land, one may Inquire— ity—state or otherwise.
mals attached, $e; for second vehicle as apparently the eponsors .for this
than four alleys arc used. $35 fig
Give a nation state-fed and 'hatefirst with team of a animals attachtd $6: state dole have no done—where sach
alley and $15 fur each additional al•
clothed ch•ldren., endowed motherfor
third
a
vehicle
system
will
kad.
.
with
team of 2 atley, all not to exceed ;too.) Flying
hood and arniversally pensioned aged
Those alto are determ'ned to.folfow
dutchman, riding gallery or other tached! $e; for each additional vehicle
men and women, and you will have
einitiar device or contrivance: opera- with a animals attached $4; for vehi- to its logical conclusion the indis- eventually and inevitably a nation of
weireinek
criminate perrsiOning of the aged by
ranwe
Ii, tt,.c: telegraph company when not cle with one animal attached $s. •
state slaves, a population., not of free
state
the
not
blinded
v•ill
ee_....Roarding
by
be
such
tranhouses
where
STEEL SHOD SHOD/
cdoerating under city franchise.k teleMCI7 and women, but of mere items
phrases as "rewards for the veterans
pleme company when not operating sient guests are not entertained;
on the. state ledger. And at the last ,
of industry." For until the state conIS AT ONCE A USEFUL AND A NECESSARY
etanding
bull;
masquerade
ball,
each
under city franchise; wading stamp
the state will have produced a race;
ARTICLE FOR
industries
trols
pays
all
and
all
wages
ball:
clothes
cleaner;
(lancing
teacher
companies or dealers.
that
has
lost
its
independence
THE
,
a
race!
CHILDREN.
WITH A PAIR OF STEEL SHOD
(each month); dye house; cobblers; it cannot reward the "veterans cie mSHOES
that will yield its neck readily to the is
$7e—Retail ice dealer.
standing` jack: painter; scavenger; iry" except in the way of state clarTHEY
ALWAYS HAVE DRY FED.
conqueror's
yoke.
$o—A bank; ice mantifactorer 'or bell ringer (per day); club room not ity. -In other words, wherever the
Tlis. is the logic of universal oldwholesale dealer in ice; brewery or selling spirituous, vinous or malt li- state undertakes to supply the shortcomings of private enterprise or to age pensiorh. and other staate charbrewery agent; carnivals or street (woo
Thc child as well as anyone else apitable schemes. Let England tr yit, if
fairs per day: cold storage company
$3—per day licenses—Astrologer, correct the 'evils of misfortune, slift- she is foolish
enough, so that other.
..- plant; distilley; electric light auctioneer.
preciates a good shoe. Therefore if
hall throwing
rack, lessnces or prodigality, it encourages nations may profit by her dearlycompany or plant when not operating clairvoyant, enlarging pictures, for- pauperism.
you want to please them and also buy
It is the expressed purpose of theft bought experience and avoid waking .
Ender city franchise: gravel dealer; tune teller, galvanic battery. knife
jenk shop; selling goods, wares, or throwing Tack, lung tester, micro- who favor old-age pensions to tire blunders.
article of usefulness make them
morchandise by installment, but not scopes, muscle tester. peddler, tele- that peace and repose to the aced
The laborer is. worthy of his hire in include retail merchants: peddler scope.. pateorama. scenic machine or which is the crown of life. But slat
repose, to be worth having, roust be if he earns it. That is the root of the,
using two horses and wagon, or $3 similar.fleet/fete.
err day; peddlers of jewelry or spec,$e yearly—S3 for first Farber shop passed in dignity, honor and inde- aldermanic salary question. A good
pendence, not in dependence upon the alderman would he cheap a' $s000
tacles; steam ,heating company or. chair and $2 for each other chair.
state at large and in specifies! (Ides per arentim; an incapable one would
ran twhen not operating under city
A license of $2 annually shall be
be dear at any price. But it will be
franchise; skating rink;- undertaker; chaged for each female dog while from the oublic purse.
The old-Age pensidenee says the (hi- well to dismiss the notion that paymeter company or •plant when not organ or piano tuners shall pay $2
operating tinder city franchise; whole eer day. The liconse for a male dog cage Post, is but another phase of ing a "crooked" alderman a ,I;Vjg salate effort, elesigmed or unconscious to ary- will restrain
from: "graftsaie fresh meat dealer; life Mote- shall be Sr.
destroy the family. It is of a tart ing." The leopard does not change
:ince, companies; fire or tornado inThis new ordinance also provides
surance companies .and for each ad- that if any responsible citizen or with schemes for the state fccdng his spots in that fashion. In the last
ditional line qf insurance over one member of the city license committee of school cdoeren, the state clothn analysis it is a question of electing
line carried on by such company, an shell make affidavit to the mayor of Children generally, the endownen honest men to be aldermen. Thieves
'a-ill be thieves, regardleso of the saledditional license fee of So) shall he that certain parties are violating the of motherhood, etc.
It is both the duty and the ptvi ary pant them.—Chicago Chronicle.
paid.
reenicipal, or other lws, it shall be lege of the family
to rear and chehe
4O—Enlarging picttfres (or $3 per - the duty of the mayor to summon,
and feed its children, to prov:de 'for
The Domestic Czarina.
(htY) peddle-s with one bore,
: and whhin twenty-four hours. the :Meg- the mother
and to care for the aled
"Does, your wife take much interhie neon (or $3 per daf.)
c! violator, who shall he compelled Now. if in our social
evstent the tite est in politics?"
$35—Nfanufactitring or 'dealer in to show cause why his licence shall
endertakee to perform the work witch
"I sheath] say so. She's speaker of
/tick; coal dealer; deperet:ng mann- tog be taken away.
the family was de-igned to do.- "it iii- the house,"—Milwaokee Sentinel.

This will probably be the happiest Christmas
America has ever seen. You undoubtedly have
shared in the general prosperity. Then why not
make this the happiest Christmas of your life? We
can help you. Our store was never so full of Ch- istmas good things. We have surprised even ourselves by their abundance
and attractiveness. Let us show you how to make your gift money go
furtherest. Come in and make your selection early, have it put aside, and
delivery is guaranteed as desired. Here are sqme of the things we are
offering "special" to induce early buying.
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And thousands of odd articles in Chinaware. Come and let us help in your
"Christmas Troubles." Remember your credit is good.

Christmas
Presents

. the
Hnvil Brand

405 .J. R.qADWAY
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*.REMARKABLE FEAT
*
J. G. MILLER
*
OF ENGINEERING *
*
t
WM. MARBLE
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A re-cent dispatch from New York
gives the following account of a
CHARG
WITH
ED
BEING
ageiTE
ONE OF THE MIDRS
ENRY
rather remarkable feat of engineerYESTERDAY
AT
MIGHT-MARAUDERS WAS ACQUITTED
ing:
With drill, picki and dynamite
PRINCETON BY COUNTY JUDGE BLALOCK WHO DID NOT
LAWYERS,
a railroad tunnel has been driven for
INTRO
SUFFIC
DUCED
IENT
—
EVIDEN
WAS
CE
THINK
the
first
time
avenue
under
Fifth
ATTORNEY
STATE FIRE MARSHAL MOTT AYERS AND
New York's thoroughfare of fashPractice in all the courts of th
CLEM WHITTEMORE WERE HERE FOR SEVERAL HOURS ion.
The burrowers in the tunnel State. Both phones
FORMER WILL CONTINUE A VIGNIGHT—THE
35.
LAST
along Thirty-third street had gone
Rooms i, 2, 3 arid 4, Register BuildOROUS INVESTIGATION OF THE RAID.
past the west building line and be- ing,
523 1-2 Broadway,
gun to make their way beneath the
slidewalk vaults of the Waldorf-AstoAfter the evidence was finished ria before the public knew what was
. The first attempt ty State Fire
-Marshal Mott Ayers to ferret out the Attorney Ward Ileadley argued the happening. Not a quever of the
identity of the parties who dynamit- matter for the accuse!, while the street, not a crack in the asphalt told
ed and burned the trust tobacco es- prosecution was conducted by Coun- of the progress of the subterranean
tablishments at Princeton two weeks ty Attorney Baker, assisted by Hon. way through which Pennsylvania and
—DENTIST-ago proved futtile yesterday when Clem Whittemore, the Mayfield at- Long Island railroad mains will pass
Princeto
n,
torney, who is the legal advisor of when the under-river tunnels and the
County Judge Blalock of
Truehart Building
released Henry Winters, who was State Fire Marshal Mott Ayers.
great terminal are completed.
After the evidence was all in.
TEL. etr R
4:lamed with being one of the midThe engineers and contractors said
antiht marauders. The judge decided Judge 'Blalock dismissed Winters nothing. about croteing below the vrethat evidence sufficient was not ad- under section 66 of the code, which nue—they wanted to show howieit
duced to justify him holeing the ac-, ptovides that if the judge does not could be done without anybody findcooed to the grand jury, therefore he have reasonable grounds to believe ing it out. So. while the glistening
This decision the accused is guilty, be shall dis- vicsorias, coupee and hansoms rolled
dismissed Winters.
Architect and Superintendent.
was greeted'.with thurderous ap- miss thc accused.
back and forth, directiy under them
ern Fraternity Building.
of
part
Hundred
On
yelling
were
s
courtroo
and
the
in
cheers
m
elause,
some- sixty feet or more, grimy men
the several hundred people who pack constantly hearing every word of with drills and dynamite sticks tore
Old Phone 498 Red,
ed the courthouse lo hear the eel- the evidence and arguments, and away huge sections of rock. No nose
(knee and decision. No attempt was wt.en the decision was announced the is more noisy, perhaps. than a lot of PADUCAH.
KENTUCKY
iaade to quell the diaturbance, while turmoil and applause resembled the rock drills in operation, but not a
Judge Blalock sat upon the bench rumbling of a fierce storm approach sound penetrated up to Fiiith avenue
broadly smiling at this outburst of ir.g.
Six Tunnels Abreast.
THE NEW AN ENLAEGEO ECITIOH OF
State Marshal Ayers arrised here
epproval of his decision.
New the tunnel mmers have passed
.
s Henry Winters is a section fore- last evening from Princeton, and cc - the point is here the chamber already
arm for the Illinois Central railroad mined until t o'clock this morning ee feet wide at the base broaden* stS11
and live four miles from Pvinceton. when lie left for Hindman. Ky., tq a little moire on each side. For beasesis •.
•.e• muterrs
1:1
.• ,
Tee oate fire marshal learned en - investigate the burning of a school tween F fib and Seventh
.avenues
looted I.
.
,,
Initss.t:
railhouse. Mr. Ayers does not intem4 there are there- tunnels under Thirtycosi
usage, Sad I., avoid u:laatealtgi.l.
h to prompt him to have the
tto to.0ainislito P.
...Acre arrested on the ehage of be., abandoning the work of investiga- third and three under Thirty-wcond
/zest.fr Arrange amt. Cacti wool tie'515,5
itag. one of the midnight ,, marauders ti , as sometime next %seek he ex- street, while there are only two be1 • tN1710C1
14414!..t,udi 50,2, 4.. I,.
•-a
dynat
et,y t e)c.
pects
return
to
resume
etoo.000
loss
by
and
it in
that caused the
tween Fifth avenue and the East rivaseter:a VImatting and burning the tobacco estate most vigorous manner. it heir* hie er The tracks it, each tunnel to the
ii
:trWelleba
I.- ;
rxi,.0,
46morsgramat;t;
itnred
ffeheneuts controlled in Ptinceton by determination to' ferret, the matter east will be separated by a concrete
Ut eroudel Into
to ilissieskalskiirldidb Is la.h.
ale trusts and foreign dealers. At out to the bottom and see that all wall, with passageways cut te.-ough
r‘epettamir
LA; dlterc.!..1.7
Winters swore the guilty are bitterly prosecuted every fifty feet. but tinder each str..et
sailiesid Setters
t • trial ye -teritay
sped in the se!waufau,s.,
S*.ai.4
iflasiulg
commens
with
urate
sav tale.at I.1 :Le
the viciousness of, west of Fifth avenue there will be
the night of the raid he was at
or' 4.55.
•
three tracks In one chamber. The
home until In o'clock, when he re- the crime.
arcis la Da.ialtlesa. T.w-3•
*Ai
:•1' .1 fa (t.:
The circuit court grand jury con- idea and arched ceiling of th.s three- ;assv.
ed and slept until 3 o'clock the
order Li
rrer,1 taL4
;
Gt.:Nadel
within
t
few
weeks
venes
a
morning
there
and
trade
chamber will be of concrete. 2
owing
)4ht:4, of Lim.,
trate.I.
WATCH WORK A SPECIALTY
Circle Clerk Gardner of Princeton anoliabilities arc the state marshal feet 6 inches thick, and well waterSimla ta 1.a Appsedix srlliqb Is a reeieJ
s(eeb
awoke
u
submit
may wait to
eft,' lci•rirrr
ceerething to iwoof..d.
swore (hat the disturbance
Itm.sts as s Wetting JerNarsozy. No
ThC mord startling feature of the "lb"
him the right of. the occurrence, and that body. As Mr. Ayes is convinc1""':'
mesa trend 1;.r
-r I I N. ilidivensi
that he clearly recognieed Winters as ed Winter' was in the raid the cate work, especially to a laymen. is this (erionat
lto-nr, LW), *came, or °ow.bie MU Cie
isle of a mob of eight men who were against the latter will go to the grand fact: Except for the smith's forges
The Internaticnal ha3 2380 quarin the repair shop, not a pound of to pages
headed at 1 o'clock in the morning. joy also for investigation.
with 6300 illustrations.
coal
has been horned on the job. The 25,010 new word I have
The tobacco burned and blow o up
Ailaward* Steear's factory which was
recently
been added and the Caw:tees of
to the groand. n nether with at Princeton net all ietendeil for *learn shovel is not a steam shovel
-Ind
t
o
the
W.,rid,
and
BiogrAphieal Dicsands of pounds of tobacco. ClerE iddipment to fore gn lands. it belong- at all—it runs by compressed a r. The
tionary have been completely reMoser ha. known Waiters for ing to European and other concerns enginecre always refer to it as a
vised under the supervision ef
?1,any )'ear. and testified that be located in distant lands
Attorney steam shovel became it represents
T. Harris, Ph.D., LL.I). U. S.
Commissioner of'Eduentio1s.
•141 not.possihly be mistaken. as Whittemore yesterday said that un- a terse. The boiler' is used as an a:r
rearre.41P.
FREE-e4 Tess is Prosioisistiso;• tn.
. saw the section man in the crowd der the Sherman act the foreign coon receiver and 'is connected by a flexstru..nes
and
entertains
,*
4. fiStr of the eection hands working tries could demand of the United ible hose with the same compressed
for !tit. whole VX.
Also
(
lust rated pita
-.ice Foreman Winters on the rail- State' that the foreigners be paid for air lile that sopplits the force for tffe
walnuts
:d. swore that at 7 in'elnek the every pound of weed lost, also the rock drills • The -bevel runs on a G.&C.MERRIAM CO
PUS,noaree.
uarnmega
lige track from one end nf
iwght of the rah!. he taw Wingert loss sustancil by destruction of the
SPRINGF!ELM, MASS.
Aaring a elouch hat. corduroy pan- leuilditien and that this nationalgor- the twinel to the other. I ftt up rocks
ernment would hold Kerrtuc4.y respon weighing hundreds of pounds and puts
' -! Ian% and a pair of boots
Shoot Strong and Evenly
them into skips (buckets) on trucks
° Another witness swore that in the sible for the nefarious deed.
cv
of eight going toeards StegMr. Whittemore this morning went 'Electricity ie the film that hu- between Second and Third avenue
Are Sure Fire,
man wearing a to Louisville, while Mr. Ayers con- man ingenuity and muscle call upon Before long there will be a meeting
1
factory. he .:11:a
urd
Will Stand Reloading.
Itch hat. cerslurny pant• and pale tinues on to Hindman to investigate for aid There is compressed air. but near Third avenue or the eastbound
boot' Thi• man weieheil about the destruction Of the school house. it is compreseed by machines di' yen and westbound headings of both tun2,3 pounds. which 4 the etight of it being the opinion of all that it by electricity. Instead of mules
nels Amt then an open passageway
or
W'nters.
wet the morw of an incendiary.
.
puffing eteam engines to haul the under the city, from river to river
riock to the shaft, electric locomotives will be well in sight. All the work
For Said, Evarywhere.
ha. been dime in a little more than e
each wait a pull of .tecio pounds
and
weighing
year;
it
UNCLE SAM ABLE
sea.
begun
ten
tons,
CONSTRUE MOORE
n July, t9,35.
do the hauling.
TO BUILD WARSHIPS
TEMPERANCE LAW They arc queer in appearance—these
mine locomen yen as they are
calle(t
Can Turn Out Vessels Equal in All Two Higher Courts Rule on Impote Squat and black, the!r form reminds
Respect to Those Built
one eotnewhat of racing automobiles
t•nt Points in Connected With
Under Contract.
Precautions Against Shock and Noise
Much-Mooted Measure.
That steam plays no part in
the
c . Pee 13—The
,shingten
Jeffersonville. Ind. Dec. 13.---The work is fortunate for the district be• of the government navy yards sepreme and appellate courts yester- neath which the tunnels run.
The
Eta turn out warship. equal in all re - day each decided a point relating to Thirty-third etreet shaft is next
door
• lapecte to those built under contract remonstrances under the "Moore law" to a large private hospital, across
the
in the op nion of Rear Admiral W. L against all applications for saloon.li- street from the Park Avenue
hotel -and
Capps,, chief of the hincan of con- censes in a township and ward.
within a stone's throw of a hundred
struction or the navy, in his annual
The appellate court held that a li- private residences. The men who
report, has been fully demonstrated cense was properly refused George undertook the job knew
that it had
lie urges that at least one yard on Sanaeack, in Benton county. where a to be done smoothly and they
hedged
If you give it temporary things, it will receive
the Paciti,- coast and rine on the At- general remonstrance was filed two it about with all manner of
temporary pleasure and
precaulantic enaet, when practicable, should rnonthe after he had filed his appli- tions against shock, and
no
profit. If you give it a useful present, one that will
noise.
last some time, the
At the begintereg the
he given a reasonable proportion of cation for a license, the eapplication
child will be helped.
contractors
new censtrection enrk in order that having been pending in the meantime found that the removal of
excavated
sech yards may always be available on appeal to the circuit court.
material through the ttrreete war
A bank account at this bank is the most useful
to he
present you could
work
any
governme
the
for
nt may ,deJudge Black said: "The statute of one of the most difficult problems
give your child, and at the same time it would
teach
a
habit—the habit of
sire to undertake therein.
All
day
(Moore
and
all night, twenty-foure
1905
law) does not provide
saving—which would be the most valuable lesson
In the connection reference is made that the remonstrances therein au- hours a day. fifty teams are
than
can be learned in
going bechildhood.
to the battleships lemisiana and Con- thorized shall be filed three days be- tvveett the Thirty-third's and
Thirtynecticut. the latter constructed in the fore the particular application
against secont street ehafte and the dumping
Last Christmas many parents gave a bank account
Ndw York navy yard, Admiral Capps which they may be set up by way of dock at the foot of East
to their children.
Thirty-fifth
You can start the account with any sum you please
• rettarking that at the time of the de- defence is filed, or,three days before street. There the rock a'nd
above one dollar.
whatever
livery of the Connecticut the actual the session at which that application dirt there may be are
Present your child with a bank book Christmas morning,
loaded upon
showing that he
condition of work on the vessel was is presented. * '" * If the applicati
has several dollars to his credit in our bank, and he
on scow: and carried to Greenville, N
will
va:ue it above
practically identical well the Louis- was still pending when the sufficient J., on New York bay.
where the
everything else you may give him.
iana. so far as concerned all matters renninetrance against all applicants Pennsylvania 's building
freight terunconnected wIth armor and arma- was dnly filed in .the ausktor's off cc minal yards on filled-in
laved.
-'Come down to our new building at 210 Broadway any
day between
ment. Admiral Capps admits the oft- it would be unlawful to grant the liThere le no dumping at all
et eithhours of 9 a. m. and 3 p. m., or Saturday night, and
the
er shaft. The bucket
repeated charge that It oosts legjeto cence at a. subsequent hearing
start
the acat
into which
count with a dollar or whatever you !lease. It will be
build a warship by contract, by re son which the slue filing of such remon- the rock is put by the
made out in your
steare shovel
of the shorter hours of labor, paid strance was probably shown. What is hoisted through the
thild's name and he can have a Steel Home Savings
shaft, carried
Bank to save small
nolidayt.evacatione, etc.. granted to would thus be unlawful for the
sums.
board put over the streets by 'helpers 'sod
tavy yard employee. hut lie beFeverr of rommissioriers would not be law- lowered to a truck. ,At the
dock- the
neverthelees, that the government ful for the 'circuit court
having orig- bucket is lifted from the truck, again
should be always prepared to turn inal jurisdiction."
by electric hoists, tenting
out over the
out its eivii ships in times of emerwaiting 1/CONV and dumped
automatically.
SetcY:
'Dodd County Goes Dry.
Plenty of Light and Air.
Elkton, Ky., Dec. it.—Todd cnenWhen the visitor enters one
ty
voted
"dry"
of the
Saturday by a majorle a seri of family ipiriretil among
crosstnwn tunnels he is surprised
All
645.
of
ity
of
the
at
sixteen
preWell street gamblers and Wall street
cincts except Guthrie gave e wohi- the plentiful light - and good air. Innearers there is small room for
bition majority. The sire of thei ma- candescent lights are strung from one
-choice. bet there is some force to the
end of the long chamber to
jority was a surprise. even to the
the othcontention of the gamblers that the
er
with a few are 'tights here
most sanguine temperance workers
and
treasury' department ought to withas there was a veritable landsline there. Motor-driven blowers .provide
hold relief depoeits from institutions
throeghout the county. The election for circulation ef pure air., Water is
which notorously use them to esoak' was hotly
contested, bet frAmately pamned out as fast as it collects.
the stock gambler; at 25 per cent for there were no
Going east, the Thirty-second
personal difficeltict.
street
Call loans.
Let the gamblers and Prohibition penple arc
tunnel 'bee passed Lexington
jubilant
over
fOJCIPIC
t c usurers eget '.. out among them - their victory.
and: the other has nearly
reached
teen without ary interference and
Thied Avenue. Progress (nem
tne
country at large will he satieed
A men would ha;ei plenty of tiMe shaft near the East river, at
First
se matter which side gets the wr.rst to do all li
work irlie didn't sliced avenue has been rapid, and both
it.—Chicago Chronicle. ,eleese so much time trying to
headings have gone hal(
dodge ;t,, •'
the d'stance

JUDGE DISMISSED ACCUSED
AT PRINCETON YESTERDAY
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Tor Presents
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0.D. Schmidt

Zon't Ttai to (DaZi IancZ
Soo Our Lino.
We Zara Goods
gair rrices.

An inspection will satisfy you as
to the superior quality of our nice
new line of
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None as Cheap
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224 BROADWAY
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NUBLACK"
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lightIng privileges, when the city can .
build ItS 0'41'11 plant and furnish water
and light to its inhabitants at less
than one-half of what they are forced
ro pay a handful of men who own tlic i
private concerns. Are the eitzans of
a community afraid to trust themto HOUSEHOLD GOODS et.RRIVED
owitersh'ip
Municipal
selves?
FOR REV. J. R
Paducah would mean a saving of
HENRY
'
from $75,000 to $100,000a year. The
corporations have fooled the people
into believing that municipal owner- Ladies
Methodist
of Broadway
Church are Preparing for
ship is ruinous and to throw up their
exclant
Their Holiday Bazaar.
hands in horror and
the
Corporations are .
"Politics!"
, 4
most corrupt factors in politics today,
The household goods of Rev. J. R.
and they cry out "Politics" to distract Henry have- arrived- from Narihiolle
attention from their own corrupt and L4sa210/1, TC1113., and were. yespractices. Every man in Paducah terday !Moved into the manse for the
Presbyterian
avenue
with two grains of common sense Kentucky
will
reside
thli divide,
where
church;
publitor
knows that no politician
the new pastor for that conis
who
lightoffieial in charge of a municipal
Until he gets things
gregation.
ing and water plant could possibly straightened out at the home ready
steal as much as jro,000. And theis for his family, Dr. Henry is stophe would land in the pententiary ping at Hotel Craig on Fifth and
streets.
There is not a banking 'institution, a Jefferson
business house of a corporation in
Mite Society.
Paducah whose system of accounts
The Ladies' Mite society of the
surpasses that of the system now used First Baptist church will meet this
by the city of Paducah, in fact but afternoon at 3 o'clock with Mrs.
of 314 North Sixth
few concerns employ a system equal John Cheek
street.
ownerto that of the city municipal
ship wit be a reality when the peojunior Guild.
ple make up their minds to have it
This afternoon the Junior Guild of
and the sentiment in that direction is Grace Episcopal church meetsagot the
parish house.
growing at a rapid rate.
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Frames
Your
F'ictures
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In 10 to 30 Minutes
Artistic, Attractive and
Up=to=Date ,
Don't forget the largest order of framing from Dec
5 to 24 gets the beautiful 18 x 4044
Mirror absolutely free.

"Siaister Figure of a Dark Era.”
in these column's yesterday we
cmmented briefly on the life, char•'44.04
voter. and death Of Ea-Governor
Sasser.
Methodist
preMoses of §outli Carolina as a
'ZR *1.1:weilik4gritik VW'
ladies of the Broadoay
A former Paducahan, Mr. A. C
The
liminary to the account from Boston *Einstein, is promoting a ten-million klithodist church are preparing for
where be died a few daye ago. We
Christmas bazaar, and it is dedollar electric plant in St. Louis their
the
of
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speak
sired
4,
not
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so
found,
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to,the rivmg
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light and power for public use at 2 on Kentucky avenue between
rivileged to -say a few wards on the
private
streets.
to
and Seventh
cents py kilowatt, and
subject. Werat we did say, however consummers at 3 cents per kilowatt
Entrtakoing Talk.
was mild ineeed to the .editorial cornThe city of St. Louis now pays over
Very entertaining and benet,cial
satin that -also appeared in yester4 rents per kilowatt. or over too per was the instructive address deliste. iday•s issue cif the Chicago Chronicle
cent. more than the price proposed by d yesterday to the ladies of the W.
•and as that paper is ooemantly ma:Athe new collipany. Electrical plants C. T. U.. upon "Life In The PhilipM rs. Gould
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- as no longer aroselble.
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more than one horse had been butcherest stain upon
- "Moses is tbeet
Morning,
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at Fourth and Broadway his horse
call at the slaughter house of your
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"carpetion
"Yet theand buggy that he stables at James
bagger" as applied to him was inac- Glauber's place on Third and Wasio favorite butcher and see what kind
vurate. Moses was not a northerner. ington. A negro hostler. Rufe Mul- of sanitary condition you find. Also
He wit feeler manner born—a na- lins, drove the rig around, and nien inspect the back room arid see him
foe of South Carolina and an ex-con- be arrived at Fourth and Broadway grind his sausage meat.
'federate ‘0/1Ter. Mesfierrir, he was Dr. Robertson cautioned him about "But it 'is no worse here than elsea man of edneafion and nominally a driving the horse so fast and recic- where. The readers of 'The Jungle'
vcenelernan. Tie came of a good fain- lesely. The negro impudently replied *now how filthy the meat business is due to great floods which have de- scientific character of the people who
in Chicago, and it is very probable
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iet Mullars have one between the rate the meat looks attractive on the
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'Like marry another such man, how- quickly
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Eastern China 'is a flat, river-made
is probable that we shall eat as much
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alert
and
after missile,
country,
crick Treves during an address on
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moral nature. physician beat Mullins to the pile as ever before, as it is as good as
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two mighty rivers, the Hoang-Ho and
hospitals at Nottingham which, he
was rapid and. tinclisecked. He cs-soca and struck hard again at the darky the best.
tributheir
and
"Mayor NfcCord's suggestion, made the Yang-tse-Kiang,
was in value "absolutely bedeclared,
ated with 4the moat debased creatures who ducked and let the blow go
tar:es, have periodically overflowed yond price" It was a ats-kroner piece
On Christmas Day.
,he became shameless in his financial -so wild that the force of it over-bal- recently that one abattoir be provided
disasdeath,
their banks and spread
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currency
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English
corruption and he surrounded him- anced Dr. Robertson, who fell very for the use of all local butchers with
ter and starvation' over thousands of lings). connected with the following 1 Exquisitely Dressed Rrench
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self With aise i'llatist depraved and hard on the sidewalk and wrenched
miles of fertile country, destroying the
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o-andalons entourage since the days his shoulder painfully. MuNins saw probably be the most practical step sustenance and the lives of millions touching anecdote:
"Years ago a Norseman Came to
Handsomely Dressed French
of degenef-ate lentifige. civilization. Ex- it was time to depart, so he "skid- toward the correction of existing
Ogle
Yet all this time China has been
Bisque Doll. . .
the Loondon hospital to be cured of a
• Ss.e0
change then- 4-urocrundings, one with dooed" without further ado.
I the most populous regions on the trouble which prevented him from 1 Pearl Handle Gold Pen
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the other, and Moses might have
globe, absolutely swarming with peo- earning a living, and was put under Juvenile Book for boy or girl
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least
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that
learn anything
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from
save
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to
world
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the
pity
.numbered NM& register
came s irition2d seanda/ -and waned.
A New York bishop, who is noted starving! They are selling their chil- them. They have not the engineering I did not know that he was aware of ticket. These tickets isesant in our
S nce that time the mall has occasionprogof
basis
the
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my name, still less of where I lived distribution of prizes. Make your
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remembered hins at himself at a table when a young Ne- Chinaohey will not stir the Orciden- to the will of their unruly rivers.
since I left Finland. Before I left
tal heart as they woarld do it they
all believed him dead. But he lived
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D. E. WILSON

At Harbour's Dept. Store.
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, Every day to be a bargain day frOn‘ Ils'* till
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Christmas, that

useful,

gensilihe merchandise may
be used
presents.
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Christmas
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Harbour's Thirteenth
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VARGAIN SALE TODAY
Fridays we mark down many things with prices so low that you cannot well 'torsi to miss such bargains. In
today's sale there are
may barge, opportunities to interest gee. The aisles, sktiens, tables, counters, shelves, balconies, wings, nooks and corners are all
loaded with merchandise marked at special holiday low prices. Many things will have additional cut prices to clear
out broken lot
Lot Silk Peon Velvet hats, regular
Sh.y5 and $2.25, Friday price 111..00
Oath.
Lot of $1 Broadcloths, Friday
price $75c a yard.
Lot 35c Dress Goods, all colors,
Friday prices $ipe a yard.
Lot soc Dress Goods, Friday prices
29c, 33c and 37C a yard.
Lot of $1 Black Taffeta Silk, Friday prices 75c a yard.
Lot $1 colored Taffeta Saba. Friday prices sac a yard.

Lot Sr Broadcloth Friday price, 75c
per yard.
Lot soe colored Satins, Friday
prices 25C & yard.
Lot 25C Silk Belts, Friday prices
19c.
Lot 81 Kid Gloves Friday prices
85c a pair.
Nell Silk Petticoats, regular $3.25,
Friday price 89e.
Sample Corsets regular $1. Friday
price 75c.
Lot Women's Walking Skirts, regular $5, Friday price $3.50.

Misses' Skirts, regular $5, Friday
price $1408.
C
n's 'Coats, regular 12.75 Friday plce $1.95.
Women's Long Coats, regular $15
Friday price Co.
Women's Long Coats, regular $8.5o
Friday prices $6.95.
Women's Coat Suits, regular $15
Friday price $9.89.
Women's Coat 'Suit, regular $22
Friday price $15.
Women's Silk Petticoats, regular
$5, Friday price $3.50.

fl

arbour
'
s Department Store

' GREAT TIME
HIGH CLASS
BY HUNTERS ENTERTAINMENT

•
•
•
•
•
•+ + +•
•
•
•
•+•
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•
POPULAR WANTS.
•
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•
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•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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FOK SALE—New gas stove,*o
Yoe, typewriter Apply at The Register.

Mi. FRORGE ROBERTSON HAD HUNDREDS WILL HEAR MISS
W.‘NTED .e' good
cook—good
TO LIVE UP ON A HIGH
CUSHMAN THIS EVENING
wages—at the Home of the
PLATFORM
AT SCHOOL.
less. Apply to Mrs. J. R. /War
8o6 Broadway.
He Killed Two Bear, Five Deer and The Freshman Class Holds
Its LOST—A bird dog, white, vo;
Numerous Smaller Game-1fout
Session
Monthly
Literary
tar, J. T. Yancey. Return 91 4
Exciting Hunt of Hi•-. Life
This Afternoon.
mon street and be rewarded

Women's Furs, regular $8, Friday
White Waistings, 3 yard lengths,
Price $4.95.
retold. Ii Friday price 35c a length.
Women's Knit Shawls and FasciLot Women's $3 Shc es, Friday
rators, regular 75c, Friday price 48c price $x.95 a pair.
Lot Men's $3.5o Shoes Friday $2.5o
Women's Silk Shaw13 regular $4,
pair.
Friday price $2.89.
Lot Infant's 5oc Shoes, Friday
Women's Jersey Ribbed Underwear, heavy fleeced Vests and Pants, price 459 a pair.
Lot goys' $1.25 Kid Shoes, FriFriday price 23C.
day price $1 a pair.
Men's Union Suits, regular 81, FriLot Girls' $1.25 School Shoes, Friday price 75c. •
day price Si a pair.
Huck Towels, regular toe, Friday
Lott Women's C.25 Dongoia
price 7c.
Slots. Friday price 95c a pair.

fTHIRD sTrrRoEmETBroadway
NORTHHal Square

While the Heart-Beats Young
Dolls, Beautiful Dolls
WILL ALWAYS BE THE IDEAL GIFT FOR LITTLE GIRLS.
WE ARE SHOWING ONE OF
THE PRETTIEST AND MOST COMPLETE AtSORThIENTS IN
PADUCAH AND IUR PRICES
ARE VERY REASONABLE.

D. E. WilSOn,

The Book (1Ib Music Man
At Harbour's Department Store

FOR RENT—Five room cottage at
Wer t*.irec Roberttion. Jr the
Already over two hundred eckets 527 North F.Ith. Ring old 'phone
And don't forget that we handle Albums, Toilet Sets, Military
Ina; dealer,
returned
yesterday have beets sold for the lecture to- 849, or call on Dr. A. S. Dabney.
Brushes, Collar and Cuff Boxes, Glove and
mooing from Arkansas where he ha' night by Miss Cushman at the WashHandkerchief Sets, Lamps, Vases, Figure, and a Magnificent
Assortment of Holiday Gift Books.
FOR RENT—Furnished room. All
been for the past tie° months on his ington building auditorium on West
annual hunt. lie leas been spending Broadway, while many more will be conveniences. 837 Jeffereen.
eshou.likssswwwww.seesieweame
—
each fall in Phillips county, sixty disposed of today. A concourse of
LOST—Sa
turday evening, lady's he United States Afloat—A Strange
mikes fom Helena, Ark., for years several hundred people von hear her
Geological Condition.
hahk, but this, season v as the moss entertaining lecture oisio rt" av she gold watch and fob, with monogram
W."
Return
"C.
to
this
office
.-The
and
geologist
, frequently discover
ex:toting he ever underwent, as her is one of the most
fiiiialr'atIvoreceive reward.
startling things in the earth beexeseral week. they had te live on a cates of the country,' better a the
ants as the astronomers find in the
scaffold to escape the high water.
head of this important depattment for
FOR RENT—to-room residence eavens above, and the former genet-During the heavy rainfalls of last the University of Chicagn. She ap- 433 North
Seventh. Apply D.
ly touch pe the more nearly.
malkath Mr Robertson and his party pears under auspices of the Paducah Flournoy, Phone 6z,
It now appears that our coast and
refired one night, and the next morn - Alumni Association, not eissra.ing the
ettc survey has arrived at the
in'jt awoke to find that White river organization anything for iier letture
FOR RENT—Elegant flats, Sev- tonclustem that the United
States i•
Mid left its bank, and two feet of except her actual expienees. The ad- enth and Broadway. Apply to B. if.
not maintained in position above sea
mission
:s
only twenty-five (onto and Scott.
wiper was running through their
revel by the rigidity of the earth, but
tees They quickly built ten foot many will be there $he arrives :his
is, in the main, buoyed up or floated
s et 'frame scafolds and mov morning. Tomorrow afternoon she
FOR engraved cards, give your because„ the, rocks underlyi
ng the
e their effects on them while the speaks on this subject also, and at Christmas orders to Paducah Pript- country are composed of material
of
hovers had to be toed to trees and that time no admission charge Is ing and Boob-Bmding Co Phone etio less than average density. These
made
Alumni
the
to
member?.
no it wagons to prevent them
learned investigators even go so far
TANTED FOR U. S. ARMY.-- as to tell us that
*leg crier* away
t Men
the
the defect of denAble-bodied unmarried men between sity which Causes the
Students' Literary.
curterMr. Rebartsoi said that for
United States
This afternoon the Freshmen class ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United to "float" is confined to
ten dayd they had to wade around in
a depth of
States,
of good character and tem- about seventy-one miles.
waled being enable to got oat of the of the high school, holds its montbly
, •
literary at the Washington building perate habits, who can speak, read
,4 ,
forfeit.
To the layman like these, if they
and write Eaglish. For information attract his attention
fie had to cut trails to get through with the following proeraw.
at all, are likely
Reading, "The Coining of the apply to Recruiting Officer, New to appear as mere figments of the gatione have finally been put togeththe wee*,"When- ere-day he started
er we shall know just how the vaRichmond House, Paducah, Ky.
imagination. "How," he may ask, "is
off tervertnolp to bring a siek man Prince."—Mise Belle V. O'Brien.
rious parts a the globe are related to
Piano solo, "Pure as Snore—Vise
anybody going to find out how dense
unt of the camp., Half the several
one another. We shall possess a
Expert
Accounta
nt.
Pauline
Hank.
the
rocks are seventy miles below
miles be ersenfik trbuld have to swim
kind of geological anatomy, repreWill post, examine, systematize and the .surface?
ReadOg—Miss Rosa Thurman.
"
alongside hia.teirn, which would get
senting the internal skeleton of the
audit
boolos‘b
he
y
day,
week
the
or
Recitati
on—Miss E.ssie Sant*
It all depends upon observations of
into deep watt/. ',rid have to swim for
planet and the disturbances to silhieh
job. Terms. Aasonable.
Reading—Mies Jessie Acker.
the direetiot, of the plumb line arid
Prevents and cures chapped roug
their lives, wVe. the wagon floated
the earth is subjected, such as earthJOH'N
SMITH,
D.
.
JR.,
tat
Fracalculations based on those observaPiano solo—Mies Katie Eccies.
along behind.fsa
quakes and volcanic eruptions, will skin. Makes the
ternity budding. skio soft, smoot'a
tions. It is as delicate as an app-Reading—Miss Ruth McChesns..y.
Mr. Robertson took sixty "hounds
furnish their own explanation at a
cation of the human observing powPiano duet—Missal, Miy Bonds
into the fricisit *id( hid; but came
glance. Then the significance of the and "white. Removes all blemishes
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$350.00 K

TZMANN Piano

Those adided to

Certificates are Being Notified

Signed
S. T. Billington, Superintendent of Co. Schools;
E.' J. Paxton, Gesieral Mgr. Evening 4n;
R. B. Wilson, Editor News Democrat,
S.
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,
Paducah, Kenticky.
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VICTOR. H. THPMAS, Manager.
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A man

HUNDREDS OF CHRISTMAS
BASKETS TO BE GIVERVAWA
When

Is a Puzzle
It Comes To
Christmas

He will tell you he does not want a
present, but he does ust the same.

1121•=••••••=ommli Ma

The Elks of this city arr preparing green line, and especially as regards
for to effect another of their many char- cedar trees, holly and
c other
itable deeds. this one being for the growth peculiar to the Christmas
holidays. The lodge has decided that hiidays. Farmers have sold many
this Christmas several hundred bas- cedar trees this mouth, while others
":
kets will each be filled with $.2 are being held for the purchasers to
worth of good things to eat. There be used daring Christmas week. AN
'ready a number of merchants have
will be filled one basket for every
lodge member who will take the out; hung holly M their establishments
lay of good things to some Pon" per. and erected mkniattne Chr strnas tree'
spa who is.atot able to ;nowt& than in the show windows, 111fiberton hang
selves, with a sumptuous Christmas samples of the toys that bring great
e,Aift
cNiner.
in the baskets will also be joy to the fittle ones, who Sock
•ty.; .•
toys for the little folks, and many around the display places in large
crowds, gleefully viewing the foreJack—You say you feel perfectly useful and ornamental articles that
favor- runner of Santa Claus.
those
appreciated
by
ahould
be
sure that she is only flirting with
Mons- of the 1111igiditt congregatcd with the gifts.
fule? Tom—Periectly. Jack—I tang
410'4.i
The lodge for years has gives a ions will g.ve Christmas trees daring
Why, when I began I was carload of coal to manse charitable -oe- holiday week and give presents to
noir dPreing with her.—Somer villa ganization for disteibutiva among the the enerriberti of the respective Stitldestitute of community. and though day-schools. The cedar dealers also
the basket gifts are as much as report that numerous trees have been
should be expected of any body of sold for Christmas trees to, be given
men, still they may yet donate,their in different.homes.
tritial amount of coal, if bitter weathei• comes.
Holiday Worship.
The Elks never let an opportunity
Many
of
the preachers arc no% prkfellow
pass to do good for their
men. One of the tenets of the sec- paring for special worship on Christmas, at which time augmented choirs
vet order is to enjoy life in a nice
411
supply special intoical features.
extend
way. and to never forget to
while varied entertainments wil be
in
need.
those
to
hand
helping
the
conducted.
-flakes a specialty of, presents
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EVERY ELK IN THIS CITY WIL L MAKE SOME PAMILY CIRCLE
HAPPY BY TAKING IT A BA SKET FILLED WITR DELICACIES AND HOLIDAY GIFTS ARRANGEMENTS FOR WHICH
ARE NOW BEING MADE—MANY
CHRISTMAS
DINNERS
AND CHRISTMAS TREES WILL BE GIVEN DURING THE
WEEK OF FESTIVITY—BUSINESS GOOD WITH THOSE
HANDLING CEDAR TREES. HOLLY AND EVERGREENS.

M'PHERSOWS DRUG STORE
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Many otiher beautiful things- in
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She Perfume line, both importfird domertic. We are agents
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DRUGGISTS
Fifth and Broadway.
Mb Nous In.

• Big Christmas,
Cty jailer Thomas Eva's - irtd
Coitnty„tJailir James Eakur aferbo$
preparing fo serve yeah big .Chti
mai,, dinners the prisgper,S, iticazer:.
ated in the respective -sailS`thrtbOli
after. In addition._ Ilr..Eyitts it#41ds
a SUMPt0OUt spread to Z142,
poor children of the city. KesP
:poor
;
Robert Wilkins of,the County
farm will also treat his. charges with
turky and other delicacies For the Little Ones.
Rev. Chiles and wife of the Third
street Rescue Mission are rece:visg
help from all cOurces, and expect ta
make many poor litt1e Children' liapp?
at the Christmas tree they will give
at the mission church building, Santa
Claus sQl be at the Home. of, -the
Frienilless in all his glory also.
The Evergreens.
picking up in the ever-• %1Itti, tic's

Mr George C ti:runalsaugh has rgis
nd Neu
ttirned from LouisvIte
Albany.
Mr. and Mrs W. W. Pope leamy-,
nixt week for Akron, Ohio to spendthe holidays.
colonel J. S. Jackson was in
dyville yesterday on business.
Mrs. Fannie M! Allard has arriv
Nim New York where-she has bee$
tor the past yea visiting her son. Mr.
011ie Allard. She is gt Lotel Craig
and will net week be joined by ser
son who comes to spend the, holidays.
Mr. Simon Hecht has returned
f-om a Southern drumming trip for
his clothing house.
Miss Rosa Owen-of Soutk.Twelfth.
has eturnet from visiting her aunt,
Mrs. R. H. Owen of Massa..
Mr. Andy Bauer has returned from
a business &rip to Memphis,
Orsini, Fred Kamleite. Charles
Smith and J. Andy Bailer leave the
first of next month for a long sojcurn in California.
Mr. Ffraryi Cave will arrive next
weeks front his college at Danville,
Ky., to spend the holidays with his
father, Rev., W. E Cave.
Conductor Micheal Holehan has
returned to Mt. Carmel, Ill, after
visiting his family on Trimble street.
Visa Cora Pullen and lire. Harry
Wyatt of Mayfield are visitiag .111h.
Wm. Kinsey of South Twelfth,.
'
Miss Lena Hennebkrger, the trained nurse, leaves today jor Greelev-:Ile, Ky.. on professional busittessi
Mr. J. W. Utley, of Eddyville, was
here yesterday en route to Ilar#OA
Ky.
Miss Elizabeth Dunn, of Smithland,
is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Frank
Phillips of Sc,uth Fourth street. 't
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INRICES FOR THE PINIT
WEEKS ONLY:

?Noss

BUILDING PAREFt.
Enough to cover a room for soc,
yse and Si per room. P/bke your
morn warm and cornfortsbie whi/e
the sale is on.
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